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The Odyssey - Homer 2010-05-25
Penelope has been waiting for her husband Odysseus to return from Troy
for many years. Little does she know that his path back to her has been
blocked by astonishing and terrifying trials. Will he overcome the
hideous monsters, beautiful witches and treacherous seas that confront
him? This rich and beautiful adventure story is one of the most influential
works of literature in the world.
The Odyssey - Gareth Hinds 2010-10-12
Fresh from his triumphs in the Trojan War, Odysseus, King of Ithaca,
wants nothing more than to return home to his family. Instead, he
offends the sea god, Poseidon, who dooms him to years of shipwreck and
wandering. Battling man-eating monsters, violent storms, and the
supernatural seductions of sirens and sorceresses, Odysseus will need all
his strength and cunning--and a little help from Mount Olympus--to make
his way home and seize his kingdom from the schemers who seek to wed
his queen and usurp his throne. Award-winning graphic artist Gareth
Hinds masterfully reinterprets a story of heroism, adventure, and high
action that has been told and retold for more than 2,500 years--though
never quite like this. With bold imagery and an ear tuned to the music of
Homer’s epic poem, Gareth Hinds reinterprets the ancient classic as it’s
never been told before.
Odyssey - Homer 2018-10-23
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Teaching Literature to Adolescents - Richard Beach 2011-03-04
Designed to introduce prospective English teachers to current methods
of teaching literature in middle and high school classrooms, this popular
textbook explores a variety of innovative approaches that incorporate
reading, writing, drama, talk, and media production. Each chapter is
organized around specific questions that English educators often hear in
working with preservice teachers. The text engages readers in
considering the dilemmas and issues facing literature teachers through
inquiry-based responses to authentic case narratives. A Companion
Website, http://teachingliterature.pbworks.com, provides resources and
enrichment activities, inviting teachers to consider important issues in
the context of their own current or future classrooms. New in the second
edition: more attention to the use of digital texts from use of online
literature to digital storytelling to uses of online discussion and writing
tools incorporated throughout new chapter on teaching young adult
literature new chapter on teaching reading strategies essential to
interpreting literature more references to examples of teaching
multicultural literature.
Encyclopedia of Comparative Iconography - Helene E. Roberts
2013-09-05
First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
The History of Visual Magic in Computers - Jon Peddie 2013-06-13
If you have ever looked at a fantastic adventure or science fiction movie,
or an amazingly complex and rich computer game, or a TV commercial
where cars or gas pumps or biscuits behaved liked people and wondered,
“How do they do that?”, then you’ve experienced the magic of 3D worlds
generated by a computer. 3D in computers began as a way to represent
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automotive designs and illustrate the construction of molecules. 3D
graphics use evolved to visualizations of simulated data and artistic
representations of imaginary worlds. In order to overcome the
processing limitations of the computer, graphics had to exploit the
characteristics of the eye and brain, and develop visual tricks to simulate
realism. The goal is to create graphics images that will overcome the
visual cues that cause disbelief and tell the viewer this is not real.
Thousands of people over thousands of years have developed the
building blocks and made the discoveries in mathematics and science to
make such 3D magic possible, and The History of Visual Magic in
Computers is dedicated to all of them and tells a little of their story. It
traces the earliest understanding of 3D and then foundational
mathematics to explain and construct 3D; from mechanical computers up
to today’s tablets. Several of the amazing computer graphics algorithms
and tricks came of periods where eruptions of new ideas and techniques
seem to occur all at once. Applications emerged as the fundamentals of
how to draw lines and create realistic images were better understood,
leading to hardware 3D controllers that drive the display all the way to
stereovision and virtual reality.
Ways of Reading - Martin Montgomery 2007-01-24
First Published in 2006. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
Essays and Arguments: A Handbook for Writing Student Essays - Ian
Johnston 2015-04-28
How does one help undergraduate students learn quickly how to produce
effectively organized, persuasive, well-reasoned essays? This book offers
a straightforward, systematic introduction to some of the key elements of
the construction of arguments in essay form. The focus here is on
practical advice that will prove immediately useful to
students—recommended procedures are emphasized, and detailed
examples of academic and student writing are provided throughout. The
book introduces the basics of argumentation before moving on to the
structure and organization of essays. Planning and outlining the essay,
writing strong thesis statements, organizing coherent paragraphs, and
writing effective introductions and conclusions are among the subjects
discussed. A separate section concisely explores issues specific to essays
about literary works.
Decolonising the mind - Ngugi wa Thiong'o 1992
Was Huck Black? - Shelley Fisher Fishkin 1994-05-05
Published in 1884, Huck Finn has become one of the most widely taught
novels in American curricula. But where did Huckleberry Finn come
from, and what made it so distinctive? Shelley Fisher Fishkin suggests
that in Huckleberry Finn, more than in any other work, Mark Twain let
African-American voices, language, and rhetorical traditions play a major
role in the creation of his art. In Was Huck Black?, Fishkin combines
close readings of published and unpublished writing by Twain with
intensive biographical and historical research and insights gleaned from
linguistics, literary theory, and folklore to shed new light on the role
African-American speech played in the genesis of Huckleberry Finn.
Given that book's importance in American culture, her analysis
illuminates, as well, how the voices of African-Americans have shaped
our sense of what is distinctively "American" about American literature.
Fishkin shows that Mark Twain was surrounded, throughout his life, by
richly talented African-American speakers whose rhetorical gifts Twain
admired candidly and profusely. A black child named Jimmy whom Twain
called "the most artless, sociable and exhaustless talker I ever came
across" helped Twain understand the potential of a vernacular narrator
in the years before he began writing Huckleberry Finn, and served as a
model for the voice with which Twain would transform American
literature. A slave named Jerry whom Twain referred to as an "impudent
and satirical and delightful young black man" taught Twain about
"signifying"--satire in an African-American vein--when Twain was a
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teenager (later Twain would recall that he thought him "the greatest man
in the United States" at the time). Other African-American voices left
their mark on Twain's imagination as well--but their role in the creation
of his art has never been recognized. Was Huck Black? adds a new
dimension to current debates over multiculturalism and the canon.
American literary historians have told a largely segregated story: white
writers come from white literary ancestors, black writers from black
ones. The truth is more complicated and more interesting. While AfricanAmerican culture shaped Huckleberry Finn, that novel, in turn, helped
shape African-American writing in the twentieth century. As Ralph
Ellison commented in an interview with Fishkin, Twain "made it possible
for many of us to find our own voices." Was Huck Black? dramatizes the
crucial role of black voices in Twain's art, and takes the first steps
beyond traditional cultural boundaries to unveil an American literary
heritage that is infinitely richer and more complex than we had thought.
The Adventures of Odysseus and the Tale of Troy - Padraic Colum 1918
A retelling of the events of the Trojan War and the wanderings of
Odysseus based on Homer's Iliad and Odyssey.
Crispin: At the Edge of the World - Avi 2010-04-27
The more I came to know of the world, the more I knew I knew it not. He
was a nameless orphan, marked for death by his masters for an unknown
crime. Discovering his name— Crispin—only intensified the mystery.
Then Crispin met Bear, who helped him learn the secret of his full
identity. And in Bear—the enormous, red-bearded juggler, sometime spy,
and everyday philosopher—Crispin also found a new father and a new
world. Now Crispin and Bear have set off to live their lives as free men
Celluloid Symphonies - Julie Hubbert 2011-03-02
A sourcebook of writings on music for film, bringing together fifty-three
critical documents. It includes essays by those who created the music
and outlines the major trends, aesthetic choices, technological
innovations, and commercial pressures that have shaped the relationship
between music and film from 1896 to the present.
Guilds in the Middle Ages - Georges Renard 2018-01-19
The origin of guilds has been the subject of a great deal of discussion,
and two opposing theories have been advanced. According to the first
theory they were the persistence of earlier institutions; but what were
these institutions? Some say that, more particularly in the south of
France, they were of Roman and Byzantine origin, and were derived from
those collegia of the poorer classes (tenuiorum) which, in the last
centuries of the Empire, chiefly concerned themselves with the provision
of funerals; or, again, from the scholae, official and compulsory groups,
which, keeping the name of the hall in which their councils assembled,
prolonged their existence till about the year 1000.
New Punk Cinema - Rombes Nicholas Rombes 2019-08-07
New Punk Cinema is the first book to examine a new breed of film that is
indebted to the punk spirit of experimentation, do-it-yourself ethos, and
an uneasy, often defiant relationship with the mainstream. An array of
established and emerging scholars trace and map the contours of new
punk cinema, from its roots in neorealism and the French New Wave, to
its flowering in the work of Lars von Trier and the Dogma 95 movement.
Subsequent chapters explore the potentially democratic and even
anarchic forces of digital filmmaking, the influences of hypertext and
other new media, the increased role of the viewer in arranging and
manipulating the chronology of a film, and the role of new punk cinema
in plotting a course beyond the postmodern. The book examines a range
of films, including The Blair Witch Project, Time Code, Run Lola Run,
Memento, The Celebration, Gummo, and Requiem for a Dream.New Punk
Cinema is ideal for classroom use at the undergraduate and graduate
levels, as well as for film scholars interested in fresh approaches to the
emergence of this vital new turn in cinema.Features* Offers a
comprehensive examination of the term 'new punk' cinema.* Provides
several new approaches for the study of digital cinema.* Includes close
analysis of several key new punk films and directors.
Strange Fruit, Volume II - Joel Christian Gill 2018-02
Presents historical and cultural commentary on eight lesser-known
African Americans, including the only known female Buffalo soldier, and
a fighter pilot who flew for France in World War I.
Activity Theory Perspectives on Technology in Higher Education Murphy, Elizabeth 2013-09-30
Activity Theory is a tool that can help make sense of the complex
changes taking place in higher education because of the integration of
technology. Unlike other theories, it allows for a focus that includes
elements in the social, cultural, and historical setting in which the
technology is used. In addition, it supports consideration of the practices
of individual students and educators as well as practices at the
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institutional level. Activity Theory Perspectives on Technology in Higher
Education presents a compelling theory that will be useful for
researchers, academics, policy makers, administrators, and instructors
interested in understanding and controlling the shifts that are occurring
in education due to the integration of technology.
Tar Baby - Toni Morrison 2007-07-24
A ravishingly beautiful and emotionally incendiary reinvention of the love
story by the legendary Nobel Prize winner Jadine Childs is a Black
fashion model with a white patron, a white boyfriend, and a coat made
out of ninety perfect sealskins. Son is a Black fugitive who embodies
everything she loathes and desires. As Morrison follows their affair,
which plays out from the Caribbean to Manhattan and the deep South,
she charts all the nuances of obligation and betrayal between Blacks and
whites, masters and servants, and men and women.
Folktales in Homer's Odyssey - D.L. Page 1973
100 Words Every High School Graduate Should Know - Editors of the
American Heritage Di 2016-09-27
What should the vocabulary of a well-rounded high school graduate be
like? These 100 words provide the starting point in answering that
question. The list is representative of the words that serious students will
encounter in their coursework and will come to use as adults, whether in
conversation or while reading the daily newspaper. Each word is fully
defined and shown in context with example sentences from well-known
authors. 100 Words Every High School Graduate Should Know is a musthave for every grad, perfect for building vocabulary, quizzing friends and
family — and just having fun.
Writing Spaces 1 - Charles Lowe 2010-06-18
Volumes in Writing Spaces: Readings on Writing offer multiple
perspectives on a wide-range of topics about writing, much like the
model made famous by Wendy Bishop’s “The Subject Is . . .” series. In
each chapter, authors present their unique views, insights, and
strategies for writing by addressing the undergraduate reader directly.
Drawing on their own experiences, these teachers-as-writers invite
students to join in the larger conversation about developing nearly every
aspect of craft of writing. Consequently, each essay functions as a
standalone text that can easily complement other selected readings in
writing or writing-intensive courses across the disciplines at any level.
Topics in Volume 1 of the series include academic writing, how to
interpret writing assignments, motives for writing, rhetorical analysis,
revision, invention, writing centers, argumentation, narrative, reflective
writing, Wikipedia, patchwriting, collaboration, and genres.
Improvisation and Social Aesthetics - Georgina Born 2017-03-03
Addressing a wide range of improvised art and music forms—from jazz
and cinema to dance and literature—this volume's contributors locate
improvisation as a key site of mediation between the social and the
aesthetic. As a catalyst for social experiment and political practice,
improvisation aids in the creation, contestation, and codification of social
realities and identities. Among other topics, the contributors discuss the
social aesthetics of the Association for the Advancement of Creative
Musicians, the Feminist Improvising Group, and contemporary Malian
music, as well as the virtual sociality of interactive computer music, the
significance of "uncreative" improvisation, responses to French New
Wave cinema, and the work of figures ranging from bell hooks and Billy
Strayhorn to Kenneth Goldsmith. Across its diverse chapters,
Improvisation and Social Aesthetics argues that ensemble improvisation
is not inherently egalitarian or emancipatory, but offers a potential site
for the cultivation of new forms of social relations. It sets out a new
conceptualization of the aesthetic as immanently social and political,
proposing a new paradigm of improvisation studies that will have
reverberations throughout the humanities. Contributors. Lisa Barg,
Georgina Born, David Brackett, Nicholas Cook, Marion Froger, Susan
Kozel, Eric Lewis, George E. Lewis, Ingrid Monson, Tracey Nicholls,
Winfried Siemerling, Will Straw, Zoë Svendsen, Darren Wershler
Towards a General Theory of Translational Action - Katharina Reiss
2014-04-08
This is the first English translation of the seminal book by Katharina Reiß
and Hans Vermeer, Grundlegung einer allgemeinen Translationstheorie,
first published in 1984. The first part of the book was written by Vermeer
and explains the theoretical foundations and basic principles of skopos
theory as a general theory of translation and interpreting or
‘translational action’, whereas the second part, penned by Katharina
Reiß, seeks to integrate her text-typological approach, first presented in
1971, as a ‘specific theory’ that focuses on those cases in which the
skopos requires equivalence of functions between the source and target
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texts. Almost 30 years after it first appeared, this key publication is now
finally accessible to the next generations of translation scholars. In her
translation, Christiane Nord attempts to put skopos theory and her own
concept of ‘function plus loyalty’ to the test, by producing a
comprehensible, acceptable text for a rather heterogeneous audience of
English-speaking students and scholars all over the world, at the same
time as acting as a loyal intermediary for the authors, to whom she feels
deeply indebted as a former student and colleague.
Anna and the Swallow Man - Gavriel Savit 2016
When her university professor father is sent by the Gestapo to a
concentration camp, seven-year-old Anna travels the Polish countryside
with the mysterious Swallow Man during World War II.
Bound by Bondage - Nicole Saffold Maskiell 2022-08-15
During the first generations of European settlement in North America, a
number of interconnected Northeastern families carved out private
empires. In Bound by Bondage, Nicole Saffold Maskiell argues that
slavery was a crucial component to the rise and enduring influence of
this emergent aristocracy. Dynastic families built prestige based on
shared notions of mastery, establishing sprawling manorial estates and
securing cross-colonial landholdings and trading networks that stretched
from the Northeast to the South, the Caribbean, and beyond. The
members of this elite class were mayors, governors, senators, judges,
and presidents, and they were also some of the largest slaveholders in
the North. Aspirations to power and status, grounded in the political
economy of human servitude, ameliorated ethnic and religious rivalries,
and united once antagonistic Anglo and Dutch families, ensuring that
Dutch networks endured throughout the English and then Revolutionary
periods. Using original research drawn from archives across several
continents in multiple languages, Maskiell expertly traces the origin of
these private familial empires back to the founding generations of the
Northeastern colonies and follows their growth to the eve of the
American Revolutionary War. Maskiell reveals a multiracial Early
America, where enslaved traders, woodsmen, millers, maids, bakers, and
groomsmen developed expansive networks of their own that challenged
the power of the elites, helping in escapes, in trade, and in simple
camaraderie. In Bound by Bondage, Maskiell writes a new chapter in the
history of early North America and connects developing Northern
networks of merit to the invidious institution of slavery.
The Image of the Future - Fred Polak 1973
Confronting the Challenges of Participatory Culture - Henry Jenkins
2009-06-05
Many teens today who use the Internet are actively involved in
participatory cultures—joining online communities (Facebook, message
boards, game clans), producing creative work in new forms (digital
sampling, modding, fan videomaking, fan fiction), working in teams to
complete tasks and develop new knowledge (as in Wikipedia), and
shaping the flow of media (as in blogging or podcasting). A growing body
of scholarship suggests potential benefits of these activities, including
opportunities for peer-to-peer learning, development of skills useful in
the modern workplace, and a more empowered conception of citizenship.
Some argue that young people pick up these key skills and competencies
on their own by interacting with popular culture; but the problems of
unequal access, lack of media transparency, and the breakdown of
traditional forms of socialization and professional training suggest a role
for policy and pedagogical intervention. This report aims to shift the
conversation about the "digital divide" from questions about access to
technology to questions about access to opportunities for involvement in
participatory culture and how to provide all young people with the
chance to develop the cultural competencies and social skills needed.
Fostering these skills, the authors argue, requires a systemic approach to
media education; schools, afterschool programs, and parents all have
distinctive roles to play. The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation Reports on Digital Media and Learning
Teaching Climate Change to Adolescents - Richard Beach 2017-05-25
CO-PUBLISHED BY ROUTLEDGE AND THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
TEACHERS OF ENGLISH Teaching Climate Change to Adolescents is
THE essential resource for middle and high school English language arts
teachers to help their students understand and address the urgent issues
and challenges facing life on Earth today. Classroom activities written
and used by teachers show students posing questions, engaging in
argumentative reading and writing and critical analysis, interpreting
portrayals of climate change in literature and media, and adopting
advocacy stances to promote change. The book illustrates climate change
fitting into existing courses using already available materials and gives
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teachers tools and teaching ideas to support building this into their own
classrooms. A variety of teacher and student voices makes for an
appealing, fast-paced, and inspiring read. Visit the website for this book
for additional information and links. All royalties from the sale of this
book are donated to Alliance for Climate Education.
Viral Spiral - David Bollier 2008
A narrative history of the emergence of electronic "free culture" explains
how strict intellectual property rights, hierarchies of credentialed
experts, and other forms of centralized control are being challenged and
reshaped by the world of digital media, in an account that includes
coverage of such figures as hacker Richard Stallman and copyright
scholar Lawrence Lessig. 20,000 first printing.
Ubiquitous Computing Fundamentals - John Krumm 2018-10-08
"...a must-read text that provides a historical lens to see how ubicomp
has matured into a multidisciplinary endeavor. It will be an essential
reference to researchers and those who want to learn more about this
evolving field." -From the Foreword, Professor Gregory D. Abowd,
Georgia Institute of Technology First introduced two decades ago, the
term ubiquitous computing is now part of the common vernacular.
Ubicomp, as it is commonly called, has grown not just quickly but
broadly so as to encompass a wealth of concepts and technology that
serves any number of purposes across all of human endeavor. While such
growth is positive, the newest generation of ubicomp practitioners and
researchers, isolated to specific tasks, are in danger of losing their sense
of history and the broader perspective that has been so essential to the
field’s creativity and brilliance. Under the guidance of John Krumm, an
original ubicomp pioneer, Ubiquitous Computing Fundamentals brings
together eleven ubiquitous computing trailblazers who each report on his
or her area of expertise. Starting with a historical introduction, the book
moves on to summarize a number of self-contained topics. Taking a
decidedly human perspective, the book includes discussion on how to
observe people in their natural environments and evaluate the critical
points where ubiquitous computing technologies can improve their lives.
Among a range of topics this book examines: How to build an
infrastructure that supports ubiquitous computing applications Privacy
protection in systems that connect personal devices and personal
information Moving from the graphical to the ubiquitous computing user
interface Techniques that are revolutionizing the way we determine a
person’s location and understand other sensor measurements While we
needn’t become expert in every sub-discipline of ubicomp, it is necessary
that we appreciate all the perspectives that make up the field and
understand how our work can influence and be influenced by those
perspectives. This is important, if we are to encourage future
generations to be as successfully innovative as the field’s originators.
Democratic professionalism in public services - Lethbridge, Jane
2019-06-01
Democratic professionalism is an approach that enables public service
professionals to work more democratically with clients, patients,
students and other public service users. This book explores what it
means to act in a democratic way and provides practical guidance which
will help public service professionals ensure users are at the centre of
public services delivery, drawing from examples of different public
services around the world. It considers the conflicts and tensions of
being an activist and a professional and provides a vision for a future
democratic professionalism.
Catalogue of the Library of the Boston Athenæum - Boston
Athenaeum 1876
Catalogue of the Library of the Boston Athenaeum - Boston Athenaeum
1876
Bad Boy - Walter Dean Myers 2009-10-06
A classic memoir that's gripping, funny, and ultimately unforgettable
from the bestselling former National Ambassador of Books for Young
People. A strong choice for summer reading—an engaging and powerful
autobiographical exploration of growing up a so-called "bad boy" in
Harlem in the 1940s. As a boy, Myers was quick-tempered and physically
strong, always ready for a fight. He also read voraciously—he would
check out books from the library and carry them home, hidden in brown
paper bags in order to avoid other boys' teasing. He aspired to be a
writer (and he eventually succeeded). But as his hope for a successful
future diminished, the values he had been taught at home, in school, and
in his community seemed worthless, and he turned to the streets and to
his books for comfort. Don’t miss this memoir by New York Times
bestselling author Walter Dean Myers, one of the most important voices
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of our time.
Science in the Contemporary World - Eric Gottfrid Swedin 2005
This work is a unique introductory A–Z resource detailing the scientific
achievements of the contemporary world and analyzing the key scientific
trends, discoveries, and personalities of the modern age. * Over 200 A–Z
entries covering topics ranging from plate tectonics to the first Moon
landings * More than 40 stunning photographs providing a unique
pictorial chronicle of the achievements of modern science
The Iliad - 2019-03-12
In a companion volume to his award-winning adaptation of The Odyssey,
the incomparable graphic novelist Gareth Hinds masterfully adapts
Homer's classic wartime epic. More than three thousand years ago, two
armies faced each other in an epic battle that rewrote history and came
to be known as the Trojan War. The Iliad, Homer's legendary account of
this nine-year ordeal, is considered the greatest war story of all time and
one of the most important works of Western literature. In this stunning
graphic novel adaptation -- a thoroughly researched and artfully
rendered masterwork -- renowned illustrator Gareth Hinds captures all
the grim glory of Homer's epic. Dynamic illustrations take readers
directly to the plains of Troy, into the battle itself, and lay bare the
complex emotions of the men, women, and gods whose struggles fueled
the war and determined its outcome. This companion volume to Hinds's
award-winning adaptation of The Odyssey features notes, maps, a cast of
characters, and other tools to help readers understand all the action and
drama of Homer's epic.
Practical Teaching in Emergency Medicine - Amal Mattu 2011-09-07
Inherent to the teaching and practice of emergency medicine are specific
challenges not found in other specialties - the unknowns of the
emergency department, the need to identify life- and limb-threatening
conditions, the pressure to solve problems and find solutions quickly, and
the orchestration of clinical specialists and ancillary services. Because of
these unique demands, books written by clinicians from other disciplines,
that extrapolate their information from other specialties, aren’t always
suitable references for teachers of emergency medicine. This book is
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different – it shows how to incorporate effective teaching strategies into
the unique teaching atmosphere of the emergency department, how to
effectively lecture, lead small groups, give feedback, foster life-long
faculty development skills, and much more – it is written by emergency
medicine physicians for emergency medicine physicians. Practical
Teaching in Emergency Medicine gets to the essential core of how to
best teach the art of practicing emergency medicine – and provides the
blueprint to become a better teacher, providing guidance on how to
accomplish skilful teaching in busy emergency departments. It provides
emergency physicians and trainees with the necessary tools to effectively
and efficiently transmit information to learners in the often times chaotic
emergency department environment.
After Virtue - Alasdair MacIntyre 2013-10-21
Highly controversial when it was first published in 1981, Alasdair
MacIntyre's After Virtue has since established itself as a landmark work
in contemporary moral philosophy. In this book, MacIntyre sought to
address a crisis in moral language that he traced back to a European
Enlightenment that had made the formulation of moral principles
increasingly difficult. In the search for a way out of this impasse,
MacIntyre returns to an earlier strand of ethical thinking, that of
Aristotle, who emphasised the importance of 'virtue' to the ethical life.
More than thirty years after its original publication, After Virtue remains
a work that is impossible to ignore for anyone interested in our
understanding of ethics and morality today.
Sarah's Key - Tatiana de Rosnay 2007-06-12
On the anniversary of the roundup of Jews by the French police in Paris,
Julia is asked to write an article on this dark episode and embarks on an
investigation that leads her to long-hidden family secrets and to the
ordeal of Sarah.
Internet Filters - Christina Cho 2001
This report summarizes a survey, which was taken by the NCAC in the
spring and summer of 2001 that looked at studies and tests describing
the operation of products or software programs used to filter WWW sites.
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